
open the colorful  world of  Tulpi

Everyone knows tulips. They are the jewels among our flowers, a great joy to many of us. They are 
a great inspiration to many artists and designers, including Dutch designer Marco Manders. While 
thinking about alternative ideas for modern urban furniture, he was immensely inspired by the 
tulip. The result: the Tulpi, an urban chair in the shape of a tulip.



closes  automatical ly

Open the Tulpi by yourself and it will close itself automatically after use. The Tulpi can rotate around 
its axis at 360 degrees, which allows the users to choose their own view.



ergonomic  s i t t ing

The Tulpi has gone through a six year development, concentrating on its design, ergonomic 
features and engineering process. An independent jury concluded that The Tulpi qualifies richly for 
the predicate Good Industrial Design and awarded The Tulpi with the special GIO Award for most 
Original Design. The Tulpi has an ergonomic sitting and supports the lower back.



            

The Tulpi is available on a stainless steel plate, enabling the user to place the Tulpi where ever 
wanted, including inside. The Tulpi can also be assembled via the pedestal base on a concrete 
base.

mobile  permanently
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Measurements
a = 688 mm
b = 990 mm
c = 418 mm
d = 700 mm
e = 1157 mm



            

quality  materials

The synthetic material offers a high quality and long durability. It can be used for recycling and 
produce a minimal amount of waste. Polythene is not affected by bacteria, making the product 
durable. This thermoplastic, allowing the possibility to be melted down and can be used again for 
new products. Available in nine colors.     



            

Because of his interesting feature, the design prevents the Tulpi from being exposed to outside 
elements like rain, bird droppings or leaves. 



            

The Tulpi is a perfect combination of design, ergonomics and sustainability. The tulip shape 
immediately creates an atmospheric scenery that will brighten up public spaces like parks...



            

... squares, playgrounds, sports fields, parking spaces, gardens, office areas ...



pure magic joy thrill love spirit happy fresh relax

name the color



made in  Holland

www.tulpi.nl  |  info@tulpi.nl  |  Tulpi BV  |  Nieuwegein  |  The Netherlands  |  +31 (0)6 53962530


